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Sonneries
· ·q.uintet member$ are, from left, Max
Schoenfeld, Philip Hillstrom, Russell Bedford, Timothy Hurtz and Aris Chaves.
',

Carnegie, ·Co,odnJan recitals
.
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Carnegie Recital -Hall in New York City
and the Goodman Theatre Center in Chicago
a re destination~ for two music faculty performing en,sembles in February and ·March. · ·
·-·The Sonneries Woodwind Quintet, whose
on-campus recitals always draw full houses,
· ..will perforrp Monday, Feb. 2, at the Goodman
and Wednesday, March 17 at Carnegie.
Monday, March 1·, is performance date at
the Goodman for the Faculty Piano Trio.
Members of the trio are pianist Tong' 11 Han,
winner of the International Leventritt
Award; cellist Ko Iwasaki, Tchalkovsky In-
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tern_ational Co.m petitiov. w:inner, and
violinist Bernard Eichen, foriner member .of
the l3eaux _A rts String Q~artet.
·
·
,
·
_
The Sonneries' concert program 'Y].ll
feature the premiere of "Variatioiis and
Th~me for,Five," a piece written especially for
them 11Y -ISU composer-in-residence Roque
Cordero, . 1974 . winner of the coveted
Koussevitzky International Recording
. Award. · ' ~ · · ..: ·' · · · · · ·
··
..
·
-" These musicians lend prestige to ISU
through · their · impressive performance
records," said Charles Bolen, dean of the
College of Fine Arts. "Each of them has

Studying ~core during rehearsal, from~
left, Ko lwa~aki,.Tong 11,Han and Bernard
l:ichen.
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studied'with masters and'perfoimed with major orchestras and conductors both.here and
abroad. · They're proof that professional
music~l talent is alive and flourishing-among
the faculty-at ISl]." ,
. ·, . ·' • In addition to teaching arid performing
regularly as an ensemble and with other ISU
faculty groups and the Bloomington-Normal
Symphony at ISJJ; the Sonneries~ are frequently requested oy high schools and other
colleges and universities throughout the
Midwest for g·u est performances, · clinics,
worksh6ps and master classes;
They attend and study regularly at Marcel
Moyse woodwind seminars and have been in-'
vited for featur-e performances a t the annual
Music Educators National- Conference con:
- vention in Atlantic 8ity in March and at a
Moyse festival in Marlboro in May . .
Part of the Sonneries~success as an ensemble· is attributable to their extensive p~rformance backgrounds as individuals. They
have been niembe:r:.s and principals or soloists
with major symphonies throughout the U.S., .·
- Mexico and Canada.
Although Sonneries members seem _lowkeyed and attuned to their audience in oncampus recitals, . their performance is
characterized. by precision and attention to
individual skill as well as group -interaction.
Their repertoire is . extensive, and concerts
may include any-thin.g from Beethoven to
joplin.
Sonne,ries members are Russell 'Bedford,
ba,ssoon; Aris Chavez, clatj.net; Philip
Hillstrom, French horn; Timothy Hurtz, oboe,
and Max Schoenfeld, flute.
Tickets for all three performances will 6e
avajlable at the respeGtive tp.eatre box offices
and at Alumni Services and the College of
Fine _A rts office on campus. Prices for the .
Goodman concerts are $3.50 for non-stt!dents
and $1.50 for students. The Alumni Association wiU-host a free wine-and-cheese reception
in the Goodman lo.b by following both the
quintet's and the trio's performances so that
audiences may meet th~ artists.
·
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CelebritySeries
X

There's still time to buy season tickets for
part II of the Union Auditorium's Celebrity
Series which begins Saturday, Feb. 28, with
,
two performances by Glen Campbell.
Season tickets range from $16.20 to $21 for _
-four events which include, in addition to
Campbell, p1ano-duo Ferrante and Teiche1·
Wednesday, March 24, Stan Kenton and his
orchestra Sunday, April 11, and . the
Lettermen Sunday, May 9.
Individual ticke~ will be available three
weeks prior to each event.
The Alvin Ailey Dance C{)mpany performs
Feb. 6-8, and tickets for Marcel Marceau's
March 3 appearance will be available as of Feb. 16. Monday, Feb. 23 is the release date
for individual tickets for the March 15 performance of Yehudi and Hephzibah Menu_h in.

, Researcher
I-State freshm·an chemistry major
Richard J. Cosma no (seated), shown with
Professor J.-E. House, has completed
study which has been published in an international scientific ·journal.

a
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freshman recognized
for_,laboratory work
By Shirley Roney

temperature, the carbon ljnked itself with the
cadmium, which is a soft.er atom than iron.

You can fool mother nature, but not for
long, according· to Illinois State, University
chemistry major _Richard J. Cosmano., who .
has embarked .go a rese·arch career earlier
than most students.
. ·
As an ISU freshman under the direction of •
J. E. House Jr., professor of chemistry,
Cosman.o s_uccessfully has carried out
original laboratory studies -0n the thermal
stability of a compound containing cadmium
and iron.
·
··

I

Nature would prefer that hard chemical
elementi. link together with other hard
- elements, but in the ISU laboratory Cosmano
and House prepared a com pound th~t forced a '
linkage of soft and hard substances.
However, in six to eight hours under high
temperatures, the forced· bonding of the
chemical opposites reversed itselJ to provide
the more natural arrangement.
The forced bonding involved a linkage of
the soft atom of carbon in cyanide groups to
the iron. However, with inc_reased

House sees the Cosmano experiment as
yielding two tangible ,-scientific results. It
provided another example-ofthe theory that
favorable bonding arrange~ents oehave ac-. cording to the hard-soft acid-base theory. A,nd
it proved that a person doesn'tilave to be 35
years old and have a doctorate to· make a
scientific discovery, one that is worthy of
publication.
.
Cosmano's work has been published in
Thermochimica Acta, an international scientific jouma:1 publis~e·d in Amsterdam.
Cosmano wants to · pursue the study of
nuclear chemistry. "It was thought that only
protons and neutrons were found in the
nucleus," .Cosmano said. "Now we know that
the nucleus contains other particles such a s
mesons and that the nucleus is more complicated than ju~t a collection of neutrons and
protons."
Cosmano, a National Merit Scholar from
Chicago and a graduate of Gage Park High School, is the first freshman in chemistry at
ISU to have his r~search efforts published in
a· scientific journal, Hou~e said.

Theatre ticket
schedule announced
Theatre offerings for February begin with a
Process Theatre production Feb. 13-15 of
"Dylan" and "The Lover" in Allen Theatre.
Tickets are available the week of performance
at the Westhoff Theatre Box Office.
An Oral Interpretation Reading Hour Sunday, Feb. 15, will feature a Bicentennial
presentation of education at 3 p.m. in the Uni,on Circus Room.
/
The main-stage season continues with
"Death of a Salesman" opening Feb. 19 in
Westhoff. Other .dates are Feb. 20-22 and 25, 28. Tickets will be available two weeks.in ad\
vance.

Student musicians
Tal~nt is~it re~tricted 'fo fa~ult/ me'm'b ~/s·· -- ~ ;
in ISU's ' Music Department. February's
calendar also includes a number of exciting
student performances, the first of which is
Mozart's popular comic opera "The Marriage
of Figaro," slated for Feb. 6-8 in the Union
,Ballroom. The opera will be performed .in
English and involves an intricate plot of
light-hearted intrigue.
"The Marriage of Figaro" is the third event
in Showcase '75, and individual tickets are
available for $3 general admission and $1 for
ISU students at .the Union Box Office from
noon to 5 p.m. Mondays through Fridays.

Calendar----------

February

I

.

7-JV Basketball, ISU vs. SIU-Edwardsville, 3
p.m., Horton lrield House
9-14-*Photography exhibit, noon, Union, 2nd
1•3/28- *Art exhibit, ·isu Student Art Work;
East Lounge
CVA Gallery 111
10- Union Board film, "Suspicion," 7 :30 p.m.,
1-5-*Art exhibit, ISU Art Faculty Exhibition,.
Union, Prairie Room
10- *Forum lecture, Vincent BuglioSi, S·p.m.,
• CVA Gallery I
Union, Auditorium ·
1-8-*Art exhibit, ISU Permanent Collection,
CVA Gallery II
10-Black Art Jati" Perforn_i~rs _Musical,
2- Basketball, ISU vs. Florida State, 7:30 p.m.,
"Changes," 8 :15 p.m., Union, Ballroom .
Horton Field House .
10-*Guest lecture and recital, Martin Canin, ·
2- JV Basketball; ISU vs. A_u gustana College,. ·
piano, 8:15 p.m., Hayden Auditorium
5:15 p.m., Horton Field House
11 - Rock concert, Deep Purple,.8 p.m., Horton
3-*Arts.and Sciences Spring Lecture, 8 p.m.,
Field House •
·
_ Union; Circus Room
12-*Cai:np Day, 9 a.m., Unioi. Balfroom
4-*Concert, Faculty Piano Trio, 8 :15 p.m.,
13- 14-Process Theatre, " Dylan " and "The
Hayden Auditorium
Lover," 8 p.m .. Allen Theater (Other date:
4- *Planetarium Show, "African Astronomy,"
.
· Feb. 15, 2 p.m.)
7 p.m., Felmley Hall (other dates: Feb. 6, 11,
14-Gala, Valetine's · Ball, 8 p.m., Union,
13, 18, 20 and 25)
Ballroom
'
6-Women's Basketball, ISU. Invitational, 6
14-Valentine Dance, Bp.m., Union, 01<! Main
p.m., Horton'Field House (other date: Feb. 7, • 14-Wrestling, ISU Triple Dual, 1 p.m.; Horton
m.)
/
8 a ._
· Field House
,.,.
6 -:- Fou ndation / Alumni, Dist ingui sh ed
14-Swim meet, ISU'vs. Notre Dame, 2 p.m.,
Scholars, 2 p.m., Union, Circus Room
Horton Pool
6-7- Alvin Ailey Dance Company, 8 p.m .. Un15- *Concert, Concert Band, 3 p.m., Union;
ion, Auditorium
Ballroom
6-8- "The Marriage of Figaro," 7 p.m. , Union,
15-*0ral Interpretation Reading Hour, 3-p.m.,
Ballroom
.
Union, Circus Room
7- Heart of Illinois Wrestling Conference, 1
16-Basketball, ISU vs. Central Michigan,
p.m., U High Lounge
7:30 p.m-., Horton Field House
7- Wrestling, ISU Quad: 1 p. m., Horton Field
16- JV Basketball, ISU vs.' lllinois Wesleyan,
House
. 5:15 p.m., Horton Field House
7·-Basketball, ISU vs. SIU-Edwardsville, 7:30
17- *Concert, Lyric Chamber Players, 8:15
p.m., Horton Field House '
p.m., Center .,al East Recital Hall
7-Swim meet, ISU-vs. Iowa State. 1 :30 p.m.,
17- *Forum lecture, Eric Von Da_niken, 8 p.m.,
Horton Pool
Union, Auditorium

17~Union board film, " Birth of a Nation," 7 :30
p.m., Union, Ballroom
17-3/28- *Photography exhibit, Th1;m and
Now, CVA Gallery II
.
18-* Union Efoard-mini concert, 8 p.m., Union,
·Ballroom
18-*Concert, ISU Jazz Ensemble, 8:15 p.m.,
Capen
19-*Con·c ert, Varsity Band, 8:15 p.m., Union,
Ballroom
19-22- ''Death of a Salesman," 8 p.m.,
Westhoff theatre (Other dates: Feb. 25-28)
20-:-*Bicentennial Film Festival, 8 p.m.,
• Hayden Auditorium
20- Baske tball , ISU vs. Wisconsin Milwaukee, 7 :30 p.m., Horton Field Hous_e
20- JV Basketball, ISU vs. Edmunds Insurance, 5:15 p.m., Horton Field House
2 1~ Gymnastics, ISU vs. ·university of Iowa, 2
p.m.,-Horton Field House
21 - Swim· meet, ISU vs. Notre Dame, 2 p.m.,
Horton Pool
22- *Concert, Chamber -Wind Ensemble, 3
p.m., Capen Aµditorium ·
.
22- Union Board play, "Second City," Union.
Ballroom
23-*Concert. jazz Saxophone Ensemble,
8:15 p.m., Hayden Auditorium
23-4 / 4-*Art exhibit, 6th Biennial ·Nati_onal
Invitational Crafts Exhibition and Sol Lewitt
' Dr.awings, CVA Gallery I
24- Movie, "Jazz Singer," 7 :30 p.m. , Union,
Prairie Room
24- Women's Basketball, ISU vs. lhdiana
State, 5 p.m ., Horton Field House
25- *Union Board mini conceJt, " Joel Zoss,"
5:30 p.m., Union, Ballroom

·26-*Concert, ISU Ba('ld, 8 :15 p.m., Union,
Ball!OPffi, . ~
28- Annucll Choral Clinic/Festival, 8 a.m.,
'' · Centennial East
28-'-Basketball, ISU' vs. McNeese State, 7:30
. p.m., Horton 'Field House
- 28-JV Basketball, ISU vs. Eureka College,
5:15 p.m., Horton Field House
28- Glen,· Campbell, 7 & 9:30 p.m., Union,
Auditorium
29 - Concert, Bloom i ngton - Normal
Symphony; 7 :30-p.m., Union, Auditorium
March

1- Basketball, ISU vs. Akron, 7 :30 p.m., Horton Field House -·
1-*Conce rto · concert, 8 p.m.. Union,
Auditorium·
2-Union Board film, "City Lights," 7:30 p.m.,
Union; Ballroom
2-*Guest artist recital, Young Uck Kim, violin
and piano, 8:15 p.m., ,Hayden
Auditorium
3 - *Planetarium show, "An Astronomy
Bicentennial," 7 p.m., Felmley Hall (Other
dates: March 5, 10 & 12)
3 - M a rcel Marcea u, 8 p.m ., Uni o n,
Auditorium
3-*Concert, Ewing Brass Quintet, 8:15 p.m.,
Hayden Auditorium
·
4-5-Title Ill Conference, 10 _a.m., Union
4- 'Faculty artist recital, Sonneries Quintet,
8:15 p.m:, Hayden Auditorium
13-lllinois Reading Council, 8 a.m., Union
15- Yehudi and Hepzibah Menuhin, 8- p.m.,
Union Auditorium

Danger

was a ·wa,y :of life for Lype

By Bill Adams
Supervising the Illinois State University
Mailing Service is a tough job.
The responsibilities include collection and
distribution of all regular incoming and outgoing mail throughout the c~pus and the
routing and delivery of communications

Th-is is another in a series of articles
about members of the Illinois State University community. Other stories will
appear. .in future issues
within the university community. The supervisor and his staff of five also initiate
mailings for university departments and offices.
, Certainly a tough job, but tranquil work for
a former bomb disposal expert, champion
race car drive,:, rodeo rider, thrill show stunt
driver, sway-pole acro_b at ~nd motion picture
stunt man.
·
Jack Lype, supervisor of Mailing Service
since 1966, came to I-State as a Civil Service
mail distribution clerk in 1962 after more
than two decades of hazardous occupation. :
The 55-year old mail supervisor's history of
dangerous pursuits began routinely enough
when he joined the peacetime Army Air Corps
in"--1940. Before long, however, the United
States was at w.ar and Lype was a bomb dispos~l technician. ·

War duty
Through most of World War II Lype was
stationed in Northern Australia, New Guinea
and the Philippines. His jobwas to defuse and
dispose of faulty bombs, including the removing or exploding of dud bornbs dropped by the
enemy and of imperfect explosives in the · Allied Forces arsenal. He frequently flew on
bombing missions to assure the proper wiring
a nd placement of bombs.
ff a bomb became hung up in its rack or was
discovered to be improperly armed during a
mission "somebody had to do something.with
it." That somebody often was Lype. On occasion Lype's unit also assisted the Navy when
problems were discovered in cargo holds loaded with bombs. Those explosives were tender. ly removed and dropped in the sea.
Lype plays down the danger of his war ser..
•
vice.
"A lot of that really wasn't as dangerous as
you might think. We were well trained and understood the precautions we had to take. You
didn't just walk up t~ a 500-pounc;l bomb with

a crescent wrench. Don't mis-u nderstand me,
Fm not saying we went out there calm as .a
cucumber, but the chances of getting killed
were no greater than for th~ flight crews or
1
the infantry.'!
After the war Warrant Officer Lyp~
~ reverted to his permanent rank of m~ster
sergeant and was commander of Air Force
recruiting stations in Louisiana and Arizona.
Later he returned to bomb disposal and w.as 1
stationed at several Air Force bases in the ·
·Southwest.
It was during his postwar military service
that Lype moved into the civilian version of
dangerous work.
·

'Had fun'
Prior to enlisting in 1940 he had wo~ked on ·
· a ranch and had "fooled around some: small
race tracks-." A service friend of the postw~r
years had been an MGM stunt man before
the war and the pair attended rodeos
together.
.
"I decided to try my hand,", Lype recalls.
"Anybody could enter. You didn't have to be a
professional.''
He did become a professional, however, anc;l
for several years was a member of the Rodeo
Cowboys Association circuit. "I had fun and
made expenses."
At about the same time Lype began driving
· midget and sprint car racers and later went
into stock car racing. His success was evident
in his winning the Southwest Racing Championship in midget and stock cars in 1949 and
1950.
In t}:iose. years, the Southwest, and particularly Arizona, was a favorite· location for
filming motion pictures, and this led to
another profession for Lype. He became a
movie stunt man.

,

Ride of Death
Crew members were setting up
dangerous act in Tulsa, Okla ., when this
I
1954 picture was taken.
_
-

also was a stunt man with the Thrillcade, an
automobile show that appeared at county and
state fairs.
,,

Many stunts

"I was in about a dozen Westerns and
several other pictures. I've: been 'sh_qt'. off ~
horse and off a roliing stagecoach.· I would
drive the 'getaway car' in gangster pictures
and frequently the '~hase' would.e~d with me
crashing_the car.''·
\ ·
"':·
,He was J . Carro1-Naish's stunt·manin ''Sitting Bull" and drove Clark Gable's ra cer in
' "To Please a Lady,"
"I wa s in several pictures with old Duke
·wayne and _in some William Holden films."
In 1952 Lype.left th_e Air-Force and became
a full-time professional race car "driver. H;e followed .t he track circuit throughout the
Midwest and West. For about two years he

Many times he would perform with the
stunt show and driv,e a race car at the s~me
faire
.
.
~ ~ ~~ .
.
.·His stunt show - tricks in cluded the dive
bomb (sailing an old car off a ramp into two
·parked cars·,. destroying ~11 three),. the Wall of
"Ice (crashing h1s car t hrough solid ice' at 50
miles-per-hour), the Wall of Fire (riding the
hood of a speeding automotible as it crashed
into a burning wal\), and-probabiy the most
dangerous tif. all--,-the Ride o f Death.
..
The latter consisted of riding a specially
built small car down a steep 75-foot ramp into
a sharp upturn. Ly~ 's . car would loop in
mi_d air and come down on a second ramp.·A
second car was placed immedia tely behina
Lype's -vehicle on the tower. However, it was
on parallel tracks that did not take it into the
upturn and loop.
The trick ,'.'-Va~--tp.~t-~ hH~ !1tpe!~~rjwas in1 k
volved in its) i)idair- loop:_tlw fr~ilijllf:V~hicl~ ~
leaped under it to a:'second"ramp. Lype•s·car
then would land on the s econd r amp behind
the other vehicle.
· ''That ramp was built in Japan," Jack
·recalls, "and.they quit-using it after several'
men were killed. My boss bought it and had ~t
installed ona trailerwiththe tower capable of
.pbeing folded dqwn for travel. After I left he
finally•iore it down because so many drivers
, had been hurt/~ . ._,-:· ,.;;
<·
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Audience p_rep~:r~d

The
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Lype today

Jack lype, left, and Owen\ Minear;work at
postage meter, ma~~ine in ISU mailroom.

tower was carefully engineered '{its
·angle of tilt. would be adjusted. accord111g ·-to
humidity) and each driver.''had to weigh exactly 130 pounds without his shoes."
But the danger ·for the drivers remained
high ·despi~ every possible precaution;
.
"• Lype· remembers that. the pre$entation of
, .. the.Rideof Death wasverydramatic.The two
drivers would be .brought into the a rena in a
,convertible w_h ose· progress was followed past
the grandstands by spotlights.
·
"I remember.riding pas t those grandstands
an d wishing I were sitting up there.'' ,
The public a ddress announcer would build
the suspen se a s the drivers climbed the ramp
and _took their places in their cockpits: . . .
."He would tell the spectators to leave~ pa th
for ambulances if anything went wrong and
\

.,

(con't. on page 6)
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F?r0?v:ost:·-Hornet dis~cusses preS:~ent; fut'-1re
..

\

Vice PresidenL and Provost
James M: (Jack) Hom.e r,. 40, ,o a~e
to Illinois State University in July
from ~ po:;;ition as dean of the faculty and associate dean for academic
affairs at the University of
Al~bama at Huntsville. His posi-_
tion at ISU, as the university's
chief academic officer, was. the first
ne had sought. He was Huntsville's
first mathematics _ ·department
chairperson by election of , his
· colleagues and .· was · invited to
become dean there three years ago.
The son of a Methodist minister,
Homer said, that when 'he was 15
"his home left him" when his
father was transferred from
Caledonia, Mo., where Homer
decided .to r_e main to finisli high
school. It was his 13th school and
he was reluctant to leave._He supported himself as a clerk-butchersto.ckboy in a, grocery.
·
, Although _h e was graduated from
Flat River (Mo.).JuniorCollege and
attended .St. Louis University,
Horner earned his bachelor's
degree.in physics and mathematics·
and his master's and doctoral
degrees in mathematics from the
University of Alabama.
He completed his doctorate in
' 19641 worked for. a year as an
associate senior res.earch
mathematician ' at the General
Motors Research Laboratories in
Warren, Mich., and returned to
Huntsville in 1965 as--an assistant
professor of mathematics. He
became a full professor in 1972. . .
Hon1er ·(s,-a member•of-a ~ariety ,
of honorary and professional
organizations. In 1971 he .received
- ·a-· -g-rant' of · $·51 ,163 · for

"Our biggest problem will be coping with the question oi continued
growth. . , "
-

mathematical reserach from the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. He h as· published
widely in his field.
He was born in Phillips burg, Mo.
His parents, the Rev. a nd Mrs.
Cecil E. Homel", now live in Fulton,
Mo.
ijomer, his wife Evelyn and their
two children, Steven, .13, and
Karen, 10, live in Normal.
Homer was interviewed in his office oy · Life staff writer Mike
·Matthews.
LIFE: What do you see as the
· major directions for ISU in the
next 'few years?
HORNER: In general we can say
there will be very, yery few new doctoral programs·. l'h~re wiJl be, I
•

..,

•

·,
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suspect, a number of additional
we get closer tq the current year, we
HORNER: We try to move
programs at the m.aster's level.
add more details, such as staffing everything with concensus of as
Continuing education will grow.
requirements, and then programs much of the academic community
And a lot of attention will be given - move into the budget process.
as ·we can. That normally requires
to undergradu;te programs, not so
Another element of that strength
lengthy, formal processes that in:
much for new pi:ograms as perhaps
is the involvement of large
volve faculty. a:nd students ·and
changes -in programs to itnprove
segments of the university comvarious administrative groups. By
the quality and to meet' student
munity. The academic planning
the time you attempt to sort out
desires with a continuing emphasis
committeE), made up of faculty and_ what those groups or individuals
on potential employment when
administrators, does a great deal of think and try to put all those
students graduate.
work each year in preparing that
different opinions together, it's a
Of course, at the same time, we
year's academic plan. Now, when I
time-consuming process. · ·
say that year's plan, it's not just for
must maiptai_n proper perspective.
But, our faculty is the best
A college ed_u cation is not designed
that year:' But, it is revised each
resource we have. It's really the
expressly to get people jobs, and
year, so that we have an annual
only resource we have. What they
we've got to be clear on that. There
five year · plan. The results are
feel is important and should be a _
are many traditional adYantages,
presented to the Academic Senate,
principal source of guidance:
the traditional merits in nigher ·,where again it is open to scrutiny
LIFE: It seems to be built into
education that have little to do with
e,mp,loyability. It has·to do with.in- the university structure that
-~ lellectual and esthetic dimensions.
the faculty has a lot to say
But· there is · special external
about what does go on . .-- .- ·.
HORNER: And I think they
emphasis today .on employability,
· 'should. For example, they choose
so I suspect there will be a contheir own colleagues. It's . a_
- tinuing change in undergraduate
regenerativepro ces·s.
programs to 'm ake them more atMathematicians will choose. the
, tractive. For.example, there will be
n ext mathematician to join the
more emphasis in involving
faculty, and so on .. :
students in field experiences out- .
side the university which will
LIFE: And faculty also h~ve
enhance their employability-and
a significant role in the selecbroaden their education.
tion of their sµpervisors, who
Our biggest problem .will be cop- .
are the chairpersons and the
ing with the question of continued
deans ...
growth in enrollment, when no adHORNER: The predominant
ditional funding is being p.rovided
role; as a matter of fact. And I think
for that growth. Many believe that
it's fair to say that no person in
ISU cou ld continue . to grow
academic administration is going
significantly if_ the decision was
to long suvive if they do not have
made- to 'do so; probably nothing
the support of the~faculty. The
more .is involved .than saying, yes,
..
·we wan"t to -b e larger:;But,•we,..must: -- " We try io kmove -e verything with . faG:µlty, has\;,1a 1~yer,¥ ~[Q.rmal
face the fact that it's unlikely we're
concensus of as much of the relationship in our selection. What
going to· get additional funding
academic community as we'can . . . " . academic administrators do.needs
. very much to.oe responsive to what.
, based orily on increased enrollthe faqulty wants done.
ment, and that poses -a real dilemby faculty and students, and a few
ma. Do we continue to thin the
administrators who-are members. - ·
resources already available, simpLIFE: You made the observaUltimately it must be accepted by
. ly to increase enrollment? Or, do w~
tion recently that institutions
the Senate before we make external
- · limit enrollm~nt and atte_mpt to
presentations of our plans.
of higher education in Illinois
employ limited resources in a situa- _
are in•fluenced significanpy by
Other institutions are now being
tion of stable enrollment? Inflation
forced in that direction by acexternal agencies, from the
affects the university drastically,
crediting agencies or ·by other exBoard of Regents and its staff
too. Inflation . and continued
ternal bodies, but I doubt tha t there
to the Board of Higher Educagrowth, without adequate funding
are many who do it s.o carefully and
tion and its staff to the state
increases for inflation and with no
legislature. Is that going to inso well as ISU does . .
.
funding increases for growth,
crease?. .
makes it a very difficult situation.
LIFE: ls there something
- If we limit enrollment, we are, in
abou,t th~ academic co·m munity
- HORNER: That's . a difficult
effect, saying to -students of the
that is unique, that you don't
question to answer and I don't
state, " No, you cannot go to the in- · find in industry?
know the answer to it. Trends
stitution that you want to attend.
HORNER: Yes, although there's
around the country indicate that;
You have to go to some other inprob~bl:Y less of a differenc;:e for ·yes, itis increasing. It probably has
stitution." That's a difficult choice
those in administration. I was conreached its most extreme points in
to accept. If we're doing the job that ·sidered a research mathematician
California and Illinois. I'm not sure the people of the state want done,
in industry. Yet, industry is reluc- it's all for the good of the inand they want- their sons anll
tant to commit dollars to · pure
stitutions involved, for a variety of
daughters to attend this institutio~
research unless there is a definite
reasons: Yet I don't think there are
for that reason, and then we say no,
profit/ product relationship to that
many leaders in education today
we can't take you, well ... But,
research. The major difference in
who can argue effectively against
maybe that's an issue for the
a dministration, between business
some sort of state coordination. It's
General Assembly to cope with. It
and education, is that you're not
just too expensive to let each inis the General Assembly that is, in
profit-oriented in the latter.
stitution go entirely its own way.
effect, saying 'no' when it doesn't
continue to fund for enrollment inLIFE: Then that proftt
.T he question becomes what the role
creases.
motive really makes a · of those agencies is, especially
LIFE: y OU have expressed
difference?
regarding the separation of major
appreciation for the academic
HORNER: Yes, it really does.
policy decisions from the day-toplanning that ISU does.-..
Things m<,>ve slower at a universiday administration ·of the in_stituHORNER: Yes. It's a real ty, and that's not always good. Yet
tion: I would say Illinois is well
strength, and I believe it's pe_rceiv- you feel that the product probably
along the way, perhaps further
ed that way outside the university. is better for our taking the time '- along than ,most ·states, in the inWe plan five years in advance, rather than - for us to move too
volvement of external agencies in
when ideas first get into the
details of administration as opquickly. We don'~ ~eel that we h ave
stream, so to speak. There will ·be to get things done today because
posed to limitation to major policy
modifications each year, but we something else needs to be done
issues.
have a schedule of planned _ tomorrow, or the profits would go
program changes. Next year we down.
hope to implement ideas that have
you s'ee ,any inLIFE:
been in the plan, and then-add new
LIFE: What is it about a undic_ations in. Illinois that this
_ideas for -use five years hence. We
iversity that causes it to move
lll~ght reverse?
~ talk in general terms at first, but as
HORNER:·No.
~ore
slowly?
.....-...;. ..:,.,..--,; ... ... -· .. • .:,... : ·-"' ~- "• . --=···
--- . .... ..

LIFE: In many ways, it seems
one gives up quite a bit to
become an administrator.
. HORNER: Oh,.yes. Mostofus·in
academic administration still try
to be active as faculty members;
and I do hope to teach once I settle
in. I doubt that I'll be very productive in research. That's unrealistic
because of the time involved in admiaj.stration. Research can't be
done on a 30-minute-per-day
schedule. You have to devote
relatively large segments of time to
research to be productive.
Most of ' us in academic · administration never started with the
intent of becoming aca:demic administrators. We went to academe
for whatever other nebulous things
• attract certain types of people to
academe, . and ,{ ·don't know that
·, anyone really Jn:iows what all of
those are.
Teaching is exciting, and I think
that's one element that attracts us.
.. the enjoyment of teaching, plus
the virtually total freedom to pur-'
_sue research interests. Something
may not be of interest to another
single ,h uman being in the whole
world, but if I want to pursue itas a
research interest, I have the
freedom to do so in·academe.
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LIFE: How would you
describe your 9wn style of administration?
HORNER: Informal. I like to be .
as info~al as I can;· as often as I
can. I would rather say 'no' to a person sitting in an office with them
than on a piece of paper or, in fact,
even over the telephone. Given my
choices, I would rather say 'no'
face-to-face and 'yes' over ·. the
telephone. I just prefer to work t~at
way.

portant than the actual facts we acquire. And yet; we don'fknow how
to measure those intangible
' elemen·t s, so we measure· retention
o{ facts instead.
LIFE: On a more personal
note, have you felt at ease in
settling in at ISU, ·a nd are you
glad you came?
HORNER: I'm very glad I came.
· I have not once had a regret. I'm
delighted to be here. I have found it
exceptionally· easy to settle in. That's not a credit to me. That's the
nature of the people here. They're
exceptionally open, frank and
hone~t. I have had virtually no surprises about what I perceived the
• institution to be after three hours of
interviews in · Chicago -with a
faculty/ student search committee.
I believe I had then a very good picture of the institution, of its
probkms, its con~ems, w_h ere the
trouble spots were, what.the high
points were. The faculty is excellent, the people with whom I
work are'exceptional, and I've been
very pleased with that.

" The faculty, and the students, are
LIFE: What; espt::cially, do
the life of the institution . .. "
you find attractiv~ about a university environment?
LIFE: What would you say is
HORNER: The atmosphere of
the product of the- university
the university, the intellectual atenterprise?
mosphere, and being around
HORNER: Our product is people.
college students-that, to me, is·an
It is the students who leave here
exciting experience. I enjoy it very,
who really f\re our product, and our
very.much.
contribution is what they are when
LIFE: It seems.you've got an
College students are bright, · they leave that they weren't when
exciting opportunity to parthey're alive, they're active. I have. they came. And I don't think it's so - ticipate in the life of the institua feeling, probably incorrectly, that · much the specific facts students
tion.
LIFE: What, on the other
somehow they're keeping me from
have acquired. What we've learned
HORNER, Yes, but I think the
hand,.is attractive about being
growing old because I'm constantis not a set of facts. We've learned a · really exciting opportunity is for
in administration?
ly exposed to whatever is new in the
way to think, we've learned where
tht: faculty at ISU. They're the ones
HORNER: ! ·don't know that I
current college population. I find
to· go when we want information,
who make it all happen. I can't
can identify the ingredients any
that fas<:;inating because your own
we've learned how to search out
make it happen. it is a good institu-_
·more specifically than it's 'kind of ideas and the ideas you encounter
knowledge on our own, we've leamtion and they are good. The faculty,
,..,. ~ .• ~::where the, actioii. is". You see the .. -don't, continue to
only those of· ·ed. h0w to be a little more openand the students, are the life of the
processes of cha,nge taking ,place.
yourownagegroup. It's refreshing.
minded: Perhaps that's more iminstitution :
I
May be part of it's sort of being on .
the inside, knowing what is being
considered for change or seeing
how:that takes place. And I'm sure
there's a certain amount of ego inPARENT SURVEY
, volvement too .
The University sponsors a major medical 'insurance pla_p for full-time
Illinois State University's
LIFE: A ·c ertain amount of
students. This plan pro.vides protection from medical expenses inmaster's degree programs in
power? .
curred' anywhere in the world, 24 hours a day, ·a nd supplements
speech pathology a nd in audiology
. HORNER: Perhaps somewhat,
medical servic;es available in the University Health Center. Full-time
have been accredited by the
although I think there's a lot lef?S
students are required to pay an insurance premium each semester but
American Speech. and Hearing
power in.academic administration
may obtain a refund if they can produce evidence of comparabl~
Association (ASHA).
than even faculty members
cov,!lrage. The cost of this plan is currently $14 per semester. Summer
The a~creditation means that
perceive. I don't think you really
coverage may be added for $10.50. (These' costs may be subject to
graduates of_ the two programs
have any power except perhaps the
change.) Benefits in the.;plan, which include payment ofup to $10,000
automatically are certified by the
power .of persuasion. There are few
for any one illness or injury, are paid in addition to :other hospital or
ASHA. Previously graduates were_
things that I could decree to
surgical insurance which the student may have.
certified after they had, applied for .
happen ... very, veryfew:Myguess
certification individually.
is that probably 80 per cent of an
A ·r eview of the Student Health Insurance Prog~al.Tl is now underway.
• "We are pleased to have the extera dministrative- position amounts
Parents of full-time students are requested to complete and return.the
nal recognition .of these excellent
to things that would be considered
following questionnaire: ·
·
pro'grams," said Barbara S. Uehl.fairly routine._ And that, I · don't
ing, dean of the Colleges of Arts·
believe, is perceived among faculty
and/Sciences.
QUESTIONNAIRE
Isu· b~gan to offer courses in
speech pathology in 1931. Its
1. Is your son or <laugh ter·eligible for medical,surgical or hospitalizadepartment of speech pathology .
tion benefits under an individual or family health and accident inand audiology currently enrolls 210
surance plan?
·
undergraduate students and 68
graduate students. The department
YES
NO
operates the University Speech
and H6'aring Clinic as the clinical
2. Regardless of your a nswer to question one, do you believe the Unlaboratory for its aca·demic
iversity should continue to sponsor a he~lth insurance plan for
programs 'and as a free service to
students similar to the one described above?
anyon e in the N <> rmal Bloomington_area.
YES
NO

oe-

Two programs
accredited

I

REMARKS/ COMMENTS: _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __

r
I
I

r

I Please mail to:
I Student Health Advisory Committee

Do·

:.,

members, and certainly not among
students. Students will · say,
perhaps about the president, "Oh,
he's the guy who runs this whole
place. He can hire and fire
anyone." A university simply does
not function that·way.

c/ o Illinois State University Health Service

"Teaching is f!XCiting, and I think
· that's. o_n e'element that attracts us.
+

'!

I - Normal, Illinois 61761 · .
I
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,Carmen Richardson
named chairperson
· carme~ C. Rich a rdson,
associate professor of English at Illinois State University, has been
·named chairperson of the Department of English.
· Richardson, who has been a ·
faculty member at Illinoi_s State
sinc·e 1971, has been -acting
chairperson . cif · the department
since August_.· . -

,-

Better drive.rs goal'. of research
An average of one-third of- high school
drivers surveyed in a research project at Il- linois State University have been involved in
automobile accidents before they graduated.
"One thing this means is that driver education programs in high schools in the state are
not perfect, by a long. shot," said Warren P.
Quensel, a staff member of the ISU Department of Home Economics and Industrial
Technology.

The survey was among seniors who had not
participated in newer approaches to driver
education. In subsequent surveys Quensel
hopes to compare those students and others
with ' students who learned to drjve with
newer methods, while keeping constant such
variables as miles driven and whether the
students owned their own cars.
Driver education is, in fact, just one of
several approaches taken by federal and state
governmen~s 'to· improve driving safety,
Quensel said. Legislation, enforcement; licensing and speed limits also are significant fac0
tors.
Quensel developed mapy of his innovative
· approaches to driver education while he was
a faculty member at University High School
at Illinois State. He said the U High setting
~£forded good conditions for planning and·
implementing new teaching techniques.
Quensel and his colleagues take what they
. call a "task-oriented" approach to driver ,
education. "The motor skills required to
operate a vehicle are relatively simple, more
simple than golf or tehnis,· for example,"
. Quensel explained. "Our approach asks the
question , 'What is required of an individual in
order to master the task of driving, a car?' "

Quensel's survey is part of work he is
directing this year with a grant of ·$37,385
from the Illinois Office of Education to
develop teaching materials for potential use
in high school driver education programs
across the state.
, "What we're ultimately trying to- do,"
Quensel said, "is to reduce the numberofvehi. de collisions. through effective driver education." This is the fourth year Quensel's
r,esearch has been funded , for a total of about
$120,000 for the development of driver education curriculum and teaching materials:
"In our survey seniors at some high
scqools reported fewer accidents than seniors
at other );J:igh schools did," Quensel · continued. "Determining why that was so is difficult because there are so 'many variables,
such as the amount of traffic, local law enforcement and.the quality of the driver education program." ·

Quensel's answer is ,t hat safe driving requires an advanced set of perception and

judgment skills> "The curriculum we've
developed is designed ·to help beginning
drivers learn to perceive a va:riety of driving
situations in advance of potential danger,
and to learn how to respond effectively to prevent a collision."
For example, Quensel has prepared slides
arid diagrams of a variety of driving
situations. With them are provided various
driving responses, There often is morethan
one "correct" answer. "We hope that by
presenting students with such situations, .
they will be conditioned to respond effectively
when they meet such situations on the road."
The materials Quensel is preparing this
year are designed to match curriculum in- novatiorrs he developed while on leave from
ISU to work in the Illinois Office of
Education.The materials, when completed,
will be sent there, where they will be available
for · u_se in driver education · courses ,
. throughout the state.
In addition, the grant provides Quensel
with funds to visit local high schools to help ·
teachers implement new, driver education
curriculum and materials.
Some of Quensel's earlier work now is
finding its way into driver education text books that are distributed nationally., He
figures its may befiveorlO years before much
of !iis latest work reaches wide distribution. ·

Injuries few considering hazardous pursuits
f

-

(con't. from page 3)

theri would say something like, 'This may be
their last ride.' I would look down that 75 feet
to the ground and think to myself tha t it just
might be."
Lype's days in the world of entertainment
involved continuous travel.
"I made every state fair and about 45 per
cent of the county fairs in the United States."
While working the fair circuit Lype became
friend of many entertainers and picked up the
secrets of their acts. "You had to be versa tile,"
he explained. "You couldn't specialize in just
one a ct if you wanted to keep working."

Learned act
For example, his friends include aman and
wife who did acrobatics '.)h !'l 125-foot sway
pole. Both were second-generation performers and the couple taught Lype their
trade.
·
\'Ws not all~as spectacula r.as it looks from
the gz:oun.d," Lype sa,ys. '!You start at 10 feet
an d become accustomed to not look down.
Then, the higher you go, the more spectacular
it looks."
·
Lype added the sway pole to his repertoire,
expanding his job opportunities.
Injuries during Lype's career as st~nt manrace driver-:i;odeo rider-acroba t were few, con- .
sidering the risks involved .
"I never was seriously hurt in rodeo, but I
have been 'let down' prettf h ard by a bucking
horse or a Brahman bull." His worst rodeo injury .wa s a cracked_hip, -" But I wa s back for / '
the:evening performance.""
. In his stunting career he did suffer slight
burns on the fa ce apd hands fro~ the Wall of
Fire. ·" The trick is tha t the speed of the car
would blow the fire away from me, but once in
. a while some burning excelsior would cling to
•·
me:"

·' Thrill' important ·
For that_trick Lype would lie on the hood of
the car wearing only a T-shirt and slacks. His
only protection would be his crash helmet.
" You can 't dress all up (in a fire-resistan t
suit) because there would be n cdhrill for the.
.
.
.
a udience.'' .
Lype's mo$t serious racing injury occured
in Phoenix, where "I h a d one side of my face
pushed back 1/4 of a n inch." He wasin a nd out
1 years beca use of tha t in--.
of hospitals
. for 1 )2
·,

j,

Stunt: driver
. '_ I

jury. "That's· why my . glasies n~ er' fit' .'
straight.' 1
The relatively ·1ow in~idence of injury: is at_tributable tq knowing J:iow to prepare for·a f aU
or a crash, Lype explained,-"Whep- you know /
you're losing a horse you know h.o~ fo....falJ.
When you know.a-ca r i~ going.to cras~
t
ready."
·
·
- · ·

Follows racing
Film stunt_work is similar, he continued.
"I can fall'down a fljghtof stairs all day ifI
know I'm going to fall a nd maybe get a skinned elbow. But, like anybody else, I could trip
a nd break my neck."
..
· 'Since lea ving the entertainment field Lype
ha s continued a part-time interest in racing.
He and his wife Beverly and their two
children , Larry, 18, and J acque, 11, are avid
race fans. J ack still-works in pit crews and
spends his vacations working for car;owners
on the racing circuit.
Larry is a profession a l mech anic and
curren tly is in Daytona -as a pit crew chief.
Both father and son a re members of severa l
automobile racin g associations, including

...·-: • .,

.,,.

.. Jack Lype was dressedfor-Thrillcade per'
·
t_orniance in this 1954 pfoture.
..,·. '

>.
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the United States Auto Club (USAC), the International Motor Contest Association (!MCA) a nd the National Association of'Stock
Oar ~cing ( NASCR).
:Hl,.w does a man with such a danger-filled
fiackground settle into the routip.e of a university Jnai'lixig service?
.
"The most-important thing in the world to
m_e is people," Lype.explains. "That's from bein!N n show business. I enjoy working with
people."

Working with people
The Illinois State University Mailing Service is just like a federal post office, Lype said,
except that " we don 't sell stamps, ·money
orders or insuran ce."
"It's a chaJlenging job. We h ave to stay on
our toes to meet all the requirements and
obliga tions of our operation.
"We deal with a great many people. Ifeel we
accomplish something for people of the university so they-can do their job better.
"There are no real dull moments," he concluded. .
_
But it's not.the Ride of Death, either .,

'

·..
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Kerr' eXf)eCtS goo.

Illinois State track coach Roger Kerr
believes in the power of positive thinking.
His track team has just seven l~ttermen
available. There are _o nly two seniors and
three juniors on a 50-man squad that is
dominated by 32 freshmen and 13
so~homores.

Yet here is Kerr talking about sU<;:h
·possibilities as a sub-four minute mile and
school records in ·a host of other events. ·
Now that's optimism.
The team's only seniors are Dave Berg of

New uniforms
Illinois State ~as a new look in basketball
this winter. Mike Bonczyk is wearing the
new uniform.

,.,

-i.

_

, Decatur and Randy Icenogle of Galesburg,
who will wage a battle for supremacy in the
mile with freshman Kip Smith, state champion from Oak Park. Icenogle holds .records of
4:05.3 indoors and 4:03.9 outdoors. Berg has
held the mile recor~ in the past.

Other ISU lettermen-all sophomoresare Mike Berendt of Lompard (Willowbrook)
in middle distance; Tom Griffin of Chicago
(Notre Dame) in sprints; Eric Lewis of Canton, Ohio, (McKinley) in hurdles; Leqnard
McNairy of Louisville, Ky., (Male) in the long
and triple jumps, and John _Rettick of
Bloomington (BHS) in the pole vault.
The graduates from last year's squad included Bruce Ijirigho, the dominant quartermiler in the Midwest.
.._
Obvioµsly, Kerr thinks highly of his
freshman class. Smith is the only state high
school champion, but the group includes such
other prominent athletes as Andy Preuss of
Villa Park (Willowbrook), second in the high
jump at 6-feet-8; PauJ Fencl of Oak Lawn,
third in ·t he shot put at 58-4~ Bob Garrison of
Wheaton (Glenbard South),fifthin the330intermediate hurdles as a junior at :38.4, and
Paul Rosso of Addison (Addison Trail), fifth
in the 220 and owner of the state's.fastest time
of 21.6 seconds.
Two of the frosh finished high in other
states. ·J ames Pendleton of Louisville, Ky.,
(Male) was second in the Kentucky state meet
with a 49-second time in the 440. Gregory
Lovett of Alexandria, Va., (Mt. Vernon) placed third in the Virginia mile run and fourth in •
the state's cross country run.
One ofISU's top athletes, freshman Dave
Kinzie of Lincoln, will be wai~ing for the out-

'traCk
door season to display his talents to their
fullest. He won prep decathlon championships at Normal and Olney the past two
years.

1976 Track Schedule
INDOOR

Jan.
24
31

Feb.
6-7
13
· 19
27

. Roy A. Aµsu_m sen presented a paper titled
"Rewriting German His~ory: Austria and Ger. man Unification after 1848" and conducted a
seminar /workshop titled "Th·e Historian in the
Humanities and the Social Sciences: Fresh
Opportunities in Old.Woods?" Dec. 4 an<;! 5 at
the Western Mic higan University Invitational
~eminar for Young Scholars.
·
Robert J. Brake was guest speaker Nov. 14
_ at the- annual Recognition and Awards Ban ·quet o.f the Mennonite Hospital Volunteers and
auxiliary. His topic: nonverbal communi9atiori.
John F. Cragan was·guest speaker Nov. 24
at the monthly meeting of -the State Line
Chapter of the American Society of · Safety
Engineers in Rockford. His topic was fire safe- '
'ty. He spoke orr''Motiiatiorial '<::ommunication
Strategies for M anagers" Dec. 4at·a wo.rkshop :
for regional managers of Deane's Agricultural
Services in St. Louis, Mo.
- Rew A. Godow, Jr. was elected in
November to a• two-year term as secretarytreasurer of the Illinois Philosophical Associa tion.
Charles £. Gray represented ISU at the
November national convention of the National
Council for the Social Studies. He isa member
of the ERIC CHESS Acquisitions Network and
participated in a specia I conference/workshop
·sponsore.d by the ERIC System at the Atlanta .
convention.
James V. Koch gave a pap~r titled "Sex Discrimination and Affirmative Action in Faculty
Salaries'.' Dec. 11 at the Economic Roundtable
at the University of Nebraska in Lincoln,
. Joseph l. Laurenti has : been appointed
member of the editorial board of the journal
Quaderni lbero-Americani of the University of
Turin. Dec. 26 he read a paper titled "On the Influence of S. lsodore's Etymologiae in Dante's
Purgatory XXVIII: Locus amoenus paradisus
· vs. locus amoenus paganus" at ·a Modern
Language Association meeting in San Francisco. He also has been appointed chairman of
the bibliography committee of the ltaloHispanic section of the MLA of America.
Wenmouth Williams Jr. presented 'The
Agenda Setting Function of Newspapers and
Public R!'ldio: An Analysis of the lntrapersonal
M ethod" . in a con:ipetitive papers program at
-the annual convention of the Speech Com-.
municaiion ' Association in· Houston in
December.
0

....

Thomas D. Wilson spoke to a meeting of th_e
Illinois Association of County Board Members
in·November.
Business
Jim L. Grimm presented " Patronage-factors
of Consumer Demand Depositors"•Nov. 13 at a
Southern Marketing Association conference
in New Orleans. Grimm and O. C. Ferrell
presented < 'Exami1)i~g ' the Marketing'
Strategies . of EducatLonal Institutions: Do
Business Schools Position Maste~s Programs"
·
at the same conference.
Education
M. M. Chambers . has been awarded the
decoration "Pro Mondi . Benefioo" by the
Brazilian Academy of H_uma-rifries in recognition of his work at· national and international
conferences on higher education "rid for his
·studies and ·publications on th~pansion, improvement and financing of higher ~d~on
throughout the world.
·

Illinois Intercollegiate at Champaign
Western Illinois· at Macomb
BRADLEY .
- Purdue, Ball State, Murra-y State,
ISU at Lafayette, Ind:

Mar.
5 ISU INVITATIONAL, 6:30
12-13 , NCAA at Detroit, Mich.

OUTDOOR
Mar.
30

BRADLEY

Apr.
3
10'
16-17

19
23-24
29-39

Middle Tennessee at
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Northwestern at Evanston
Kansas Relays at Lawrence, Kan.
Northern Illinois Relays at DeKalb
Ohio State.Relays at Columbus, Ohio
Indiana State at Terre Haute, Ind.
Drake Relays at Des Moines, la.
Penn Relays at Philad"lphia, Pa.
Illinois Intercollegiate at .Carbondale

May
7-8 Illini-USTFF Classic at Chl;\Jllpaign
15 Western Illinois I,nvit. at M acomb
22 Central Collegiate Conference
at Pittsburgh, Pa.
29 USTFF at Wichita, Kan.

June
-

3-5

rqa~esTrl''ttie -News
Arts and Sciences

Illinois Invitational at Champaign
Indiana, Ohio Stat~. ISU at Bloomington, Ind.

Donald S. Kachur gave a small group
presentation titled " Implications of Nonverbal
Communication for the Classroom Teacher"
Nov. 26 at the Peoria School District #150
Teachers' Institute. He spoke Dec. 5 on
" Nonverbal Communication: An Important
· language in the Classroom" at a conference of
the Junior High School Association of Illinois
at ISU. Also speaking at that meeting were
Larry Kennedy on "Mastery Learning: Strat.e gy
for Success" and Jerry Cant/on on 'The North
Central Association and its M eaning for Early
·Adolescent Educ<)tion."
Herold S. St(!rn is the subject of a
biographicaJ· recora in \Nho's Who in the
Midwest, 15th edition.

Fine Arts
Fran_ces E. A.riderson spoke in September to:
.tl:le -eor-nbelt Activities Directors Association
· on her summer research on facilities for .the
elderly in Cer:itral Illinois. She attended the six-

NC~ at Philadelphia, Pa.

"

th annual Amer.ican Art Therapy Conference
Nov. 12-16 in Louisville, ending her term as
first chairperson··of a 5-state regiqnal standards committee for AATA. Nov. 18 she gave a
workshop on concerns in aging at St. Mary's
Hospital in Evansville. Ind. While on.sabbatical
this year. she is a visiting scholar at the University of Illinois, where she does research in
evaluation of the arts in educatioo and in
curricL!IUm in _ art-_special education at the
Center · for Instructional Research and
· Curriculum Evaluation.
Ralph Lane attended the 1'975 convention·of
the Illinois Speech and Theatre Association
Nov. 7-9 in St. Louis. He is past presidentofthe
association and currently serves on the
professional standa;ds committee.
Tom Toperzei led discussion on "Site
Security," a filmstrip, at the ninth annual Congress of Illinois Historic·a1 Societies ancl
Museums Nov. 14- 15 in Springfield.

Faculty P e n s - - - - - - - - Administration
Stan Rives and Gene Jabker wrote
"Undergraduate Teaching Assistants," which
appears in the January issue of the Phi Delta
Kappan.
Arts and Sciences
(:harles f . Gray and Richard C. Youngs coaa thored . " Utilizing Divergent Production
Matrix of the Structure-of-Intellect Model in
the Development of Teaching Strategies,"
which appeared in the Winter issue of the
Gifted Child Quarterly.
Manfred Hannemarm's 'The Diffusion •Of
the Reformation in Southwestern Germany,
1518-1534" has been published as Department of Geography ·Research Paper No. 167,
1975 by the University of Chicago.
Elmer Lemke is co-author of 'The Use of
Generalized Learning Curves as a Means for
Identifying Strategies in a ConceptAttainment
Task," which was published in the October
issue of Journal of Educational Research, He
·also co-authored "Transfer Effects of Single
Versus Multiple Task Training on Fifth Grade
Arithmetic Students of High and Low Ability,"

Using 4- (2-Pyridylazo) Resorcinol (PAR)" "
which appears in the No_veniber Journal for
published in Analytical ·Letters, Vol. 8, No. 10. .
Research in Mathematics Education, and
"training Tasks and Ability in Arithmetic PerArlan Richardsor:J's " Characterization of an .
in Vitro Protein Synthesis System from the
formance," which appears in Perceptual and
Cerebrum, Cerebellum, and Optic Lobes of
Motor Skills, 1975.
Wilbert M. Leona~d, II co-authored with
Chick Brain" appears in Transactions of the IlSusan Schmidt "Some Observations on the
linois State Academy of Science, vol. 68, No. 1,
Changing Social Organization of Collegiate · 1975. The article was co-authored.
and Professional Basketball," published in the
Fritz E. Schwalm wrote " Staining of
Fall, .1975, issue of Sport Sociology Bulletin.
cleavage cells in yolk rich eggs of Acheta
George A. Levesque's "Inherent Reformers,
domesticus (Orthopterai wit h Toluidine Blue
Inherited Orthodoxy: Black Baptists in Boston, ; and Pyronin B" published in Volume 50 of
1800-1873" appears in Journal of Negro
Stain· Technology.
History, V. 61, No. 4. His "Biracialism, the
James Scrimgeour's ' 1A Memorial : for Bill
'Central Theme· Thesis and the Emergency of
W antling" was published in Dodeca, Vol. 1,
Southern Sectionalism" appeared in the
No. 7, Nov., 1975.
December~.-1975; issue of Journal of Black
Ray Lewis White's " A Sherwood Anderson
Studies, Vol. 6, No. 2.
Checklist, 1970-71 ", was published by
Kelvin M. Parker has published an edition of
Sherwood Anderson Society Publications. Vol.
a 14th century manuscript dealing with the
1, No. 1, Nov., 1975.
Trojan Wars. Its title is "Historia Troyana."
Martin A. Young published "Observer
Publisher is C.S.I.C. Inst. P. Sarmiento de EsAgreement for Marking Moments of Stuttertudios Gallegos, Santiago de Compostela·.
ing" and a comment o'n " Stuttering Frequency
· s pain.
. and the Onset of Phonat ion" in the September
Daniel C. Paschal co-authored " Determinaissue of the Journal of Speech and H'earing
tion of Serum Iron and Iron Binding Capacity
Disorders.
'
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Company class ·
Philip Brereton. driector of Managerial
and Professional Development, program .
at ISU. is shown recently teaching a class
of first-line superyisors of the General
Telephone Company of Illinois.

Non-credit ~programs ,answer ·need
,

By Mi_k e Matthews
Philip R. Brereton'sjobatillinois State University is to ·help managers and other
professionals, including major company executives and career · secretaries, solve
problems."
. Be'!:! director of ISU's Program for
. MaQ.agerfal and.Professional Development, a
joint effort ofthe College of Business and the
Division of Contin.uing Education. "I'm a
broker of educational progra.rp.s, in the best
sense of the word," Brereton said. '.'I try to
determine, often very specifically, what
problems need to be solved and then we
develop a program to meet those needs." ·
"

.

,

He provided this example, from a threeday program to be Qffered in May for the noncomputer manager. "You're a ~an.ager with a
_problem-how to understand and· use computers: The program in Mi;ly will ariswer such
basic questions as, What is a computer? How
does it work? How could one use it in daily
management ap:plicatjon?"
,.,.- .
'. :l . ' •
Brereton continued, "At the end of those
three days, a participa11t has the right to expect to be able to go back :to work with some of ·
the .basic tools for working ·with computers.
"And confidence is a big factor ... confidence enougb that, now, by golly, the next
time that computer guy comes into his office,
he'll know what the guy's talking. about."
•

)

•
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The · managerial and professional
development program has done just that sort
of thing _for a variety of clients, including the
McLean County Association of Commerce
and Industry, the Illinois Agricultural
Association and the General Telephone Company of Illinois.
·
But single:company "contract" programs
are only part of the picture. Brereton and his
program leaders·, who come largely from the
College of Business, a lso provide programs ,
for special segments of the general public in
"open .enrollment" situations.
These have included review courses forcertified public accountants a nd next year, for
certified managerial accountants (CMAs).
Programs for real estate salespersons and

brokers, career secretaries and· a program in
accounting for the non~financial manager
have been done.

Programs for first-line supervisors are a
good example of a group that, until how, had
not been serv~d by a university, Brereton continued'. Illinois State is the only university in
the state to offer such programs.
"These people aren't looking for credit that
leads to a degree," Brereton said. "They're
seeking education addressed· squarely to
specific needs they find in their work."
The managerial' and professional' development program at ISU reflects a significant
trend in the world of work. ''.In yea.r s past,"
Brereton said, "there were generaliy two
ways to increase productivity. One was to·add
manpower and the other was to add
technology. . .
"But in the economic climate of recent
years, neither alternative has been particularly attractive,oreven feasible. That has
led to increased- concern for t;he improved
effectiveness of those persons who already
are in place in an organization."
In a word, Brereton ·said, business and industry has . bec,ome more 'people-oriented,'
and a major part of that change is a· concern
with helping managers do better with their
own personal resources and with the present·
resources of their companies.
Brereton put it this way: "We'r;e really
. beginning to realize that 'the biggest untapped resource we have is human beings."

In the program for the Association of
Commerce and Industry, Brereton and his
colleagues conducted 12 half-days of instruction on topics · that included motivation,
analyzing human performance, orientation
and job training, selecting and hiring new
employees, time management, and handling
complaints.
' For the Illinois Agricultural Association, a
two-day program on the motivation of
volunteers was presented to 100 County Farm
Bureau executive secretaries at.their annual
m~eting in Springfield. Fou;followup district
meetings were scheduled_that included topics

·Po.lice -see·k· two men
Normal police . are continuing
their s·earch for two men suspected .·
of murdering an Illinois State Un- .
1versity student outside her off- .
campus residence just before
Christmas.
Cai:ol· Ann-Rofstad, 21 , a junior
from Elk Grove Village, was found
unconscious Dec. 23 lying outside
the student house a t 602 S, Fell
_ Av~nue , Normal, · about three
blocks from the campus. She was
suffering from a head injury
·sustained, police detemiined, the
night before. Miss Rofstad died the
_ ·evening of Dec. 24 after undergoing
brain surgery. Police believed ,she
\

?
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on public speaking and time management,
handling complaints ·and one on conducting
effective m eetings rounded o ut .th e
curriculum.
·
A computer· orientat1on program for 20
stGlff members of the Illinois Credit Union
last summer proved so successful tllat_tne
credit union requested it be repeated this year.

Brereton knows what he's talking about.
He came to Illinois State in November, 1974,
after seven years as a faculty member in the
Department of Business and Management.at
the University of Wisconsin, where he conjplet~d his Ph.D. degree. in adult education.
While t}:iere-he developed programs at the unv i ers i ty 's - Management Jnstitute for
mana_g:ers, supervisors and · training
· specialists.
Before he joined. the Wis~onsin faculty he
was on the .staff of the safety and h ealth services department of Employers Insurance of
Wausau, where he became internal safety .
training coordinator. He has served as a
---'training consultant -to a variety. of, corporations and associations.
=

Brereton "is especially pleased with
results of programs for first-line S\J.pervisors,
those.persons, he says, who have moved from
"doing to bossing."
"These are people who are looking for an
organized curriculum ·that will help them get
the management skills they -need," Brereton
said. "They usually have a large body of
technical ·skills they learned on the job.
They're looking for the skills they need to
cope with their new responsibilities."
Participants who complete four programs
over a four-year period earn a supervisory certificate, characteristic of wha,t Brereton sees
as a major trend in non-credit education: certification. ''The trend,'' Brereton said, "is in
insuring the competence of professionals.
And many professions are beginning to require their members to gain additional
~ducational experience. The State of Illinois, .
for example, has instituted educational requirements in order to get a real estate
license. "
~

•·

lh slaying

was struck by a two-by-four piece o{
wood.

An eyewitness furnished police
with a description of two_:v,o_u ng .
men whom he said he saw str.uggling with Miss Rofstad at about 10·
p.m. Dec. 23. The witness said he
could positively identify the men if
they are found. An artist's drawing
has been circulated to police.
Meanwhile, • efforts are being
made to increase security in offcampus rooming h ouse, sorority
and fraternity areas. Normal police
are increasing their patrols of those
areas .and the Normal city council

has called for improved lighting.in
areas of heavy pedestrian traffic,
although the area where Miss
Rofstad was attacked is .well
~ighted.

Police and University public
safety officials have reminded
students, however,, that the best
protection they have is that which
they can provide .for themselves,
not to be walking alone after dark.
The attack on · Miss· Rofstad
followed closely a state report
showing Normal to have one of the
lowest pei: capita ~rime totals in the
state.
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